MODEL ENTERENCE TEST PAPER
BRITISH/ PAKISTANI SECTION
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
GRADE: 2
TOTAL MARKS: 25
_____________________________________________________________________
I. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ [18 marks]
A- Write each sentence correctly. Use capital letter and correct end mark.
[ (.) Or (?)]
[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

1- it is ready now
___________________________________________________
2- where do you live
____________________________________________________
3- the flower is pretty
____________________________________________________
4- who opened the door
____________________________________________________
B- Circle the noun in each sentence:

[ 0.5 x 4 = 2 marks ]

1- The man fell down.

2- A bus honked loudly.

3- The park is far away.

4- A fox is running.

C- Add –s or –es to each singular noun:

[ 0.5 x 4 = 2 marks ]

1- Glass ______________

2- Tree ________________
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3- Car ______________

4- Watch _______________

D- Circle the verb in each sentence:

[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

1- Ann builds the robot.

2- She wraps the gift.

2- Leena helps Lara.

4- Maria bakes a pie.

E- Add –ed and –ing to the given words:

[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

1- talk ________, ___________

2- laugh ________, __________

3- start _________, __________

4- park __________, __________

F- Use ‘a’ or ‘an’ :

[ 0.5 x 4 = 2 marks ]

1- _____________ elephant

2- ______________ house

2- ____________ old dress

4- ______________ dog

G- Circle the pronoun in each sentence:

[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

1- She is crying.
2- We are going to the park.
3- He is wearing long coat.
4- They are very big.

H- Use ‘I’ or ‘me’ to complete each sentences:

1- ______________ have a toy.
2- My sister looks after _____________.
3- He is very dear to _______________.
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[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

4- ____________ have a pet dog
I- Write the opposite words:

[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

1- day x _______________

2- fat x _______________

3- tall x ________________

4- hot x ______________

II- Read the given paragraph and answer the following questions:
[0.5 x 4 = 2 marks]

Fish lives in water. A fish is a very good swimmer. It uses its tail to move
along throughout the water. A fish has fins on each side of its body.
Q1- Why does a fish use its tail?
____________________________________________________________
Q2-Who is a very good swimmer?
____________________________________________________________
III- Reading:

[0.25 x 20 = 5 marks]

Plane

Here

Valley

Train

Yellow

Ladder

Brown

Sleep

Lost

Tea

Rice

Ship

Chair

Garden

Car

Fruits

Egg

Fish

Goat

Ship
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